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Flexible PVC is the only suitable material to use
for strip curtains because of it’s strong thermal
and acoustic insulation. It’s flexibility and ease
of movement allows effortless passage and the
transparent strip gives you a clear vision through
the opening.
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PVC Strip Doors / Curtains—Simplicity and
Adaptability:

The PVC Strip and Suspension System Specialists

Rayflex “Hook On - Hook Off” Techn

What are they?

Hung on a rail, overlapping strips act like a wall
to segregate two areas. Their flexibility and their
movement on the hanging system allow them to be
passed through with ease.
Where are they used?

PVC is the only suitable
fe Flexible PVC For Strip Doors &Flexible
Curtains
Strip curtains can be used on any clear opening that
requires strong insulation (temperature, noise, dust,
draughts...), where ease of passage is of concern. They
can be used over any opening including windows,
pedestrian or vehicle doorways or as partition walls.
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Why are they used?

yflex “Hook On - Hook Off” Technology
PVC Strip Doors / Curtains—
Strip curtains are used to ensure:

• Fast and simple curtain assembly;
• Absolute ease of replacement of damaged or
dirtied strips;
• Cost effective protection / segregation solutions;
• Durability;
They guarantee:
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• Unimpeded passage;
• Strong insulation and energy savings;
• Environmental, birds, insects and draught barriers;
• Ease of maintenance and cleaning;
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